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Introduction
Let f!J denote the Boolean algebra with two elements 0 and 1 with addition and multiplication defined as if 0 and 1 were real, except that 1 + 1 = 1. A matrix with entries from f!J is called a Boolean matrix. Let Mm.n(f!J) be the space of all m x n Boolean matrices. If A is an m x n non-zero Boolean matrix, its Boolean rank, b(A) , is the least integer k for which there exist m x k and k x n Boolean matrices Band C with A = Be. The Boolean rank of the zero matrix is O.It is known that b(A) is the least k such that A is the sum of k Boolean matrices of rank one (see [3] ). An operator T from a space of Boolean matrices to another is called linear if T preserves sums and sends the zero matrix to the zero matrix.
In [1), Beasley and Pullman proved the following result.
1fT is a linear operator on Mm•n (P4). and min(m. n)~2, then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) T preserves Boolean ranks 1 and 2.
(ii) T is invertible and preserves Boolean rank 1.
(iii) There exist permutation matrices P and Q such that T(A) = PAQ for all A E Mm.n(P4) or m = n and T(A) = PAtQ for all A E Mm.n(P4).
In [4). Pullman gave a graph-theoretic interpretation ofthe above result. A subset V of Mm.1(P4) is called a Boolean vector space if V contains 0 and is closed under addition. In this paper, we first introduce the concept of tensor products of two Boolean vector spaces and study some of their basic properties. We next characterize (i) linear transformations from one tensor product of two Boolean vector spaces to another that send pairs of distinct rank one elements to pairs of distinct rank one elements and (ii) surjective mappings from one tensor product of two Boolean vector spaces to another that send rank one elements to rank one elements and preserve order relation in both directions. We obtain from the above characterization theorems the corresponding results concerning rank one preservers between spaces of Boolean matrices as a special case.
Tensor products of Boolean vector spaces
Let X be a non-empty set. Let P4x denote the set of all functions f from X to P4 such that {x EX: f(x) =1= 0). the support off, is a finite set. Let If! denote the cardinality of the support off For any f, g E P4x, letf + g be the function from X to P4 such that (J + g) (x) = f(x) + g(x) for any x EX. Clearly f + g E P4x. For our purpose, we define a Boolean vector space to be any subset of P4x containing the zero function which is closed under addition.
Iff and g are in P4x, we write!~g if f(x) + g(x) = f(x) for any x EX. Clearly P4x is a partially ordered set under this order relation. We writef > g whenf~g andf =1= g.
Let V and Vbe Boolean vector spaces. If V~V,then V is called a subspace ofV. LetS be a non-empty subset of V. Let (S) denote the intersection of all subspaces of V that contain S.Then (S) is a subspace of V called the subspace spanned by S. Note thatf E (S) if and only iff is a linear combination of a finite number of elements in S. i.e., f = L~=1)qSi for some SI, . •• ,Sk in 5 and some )q E P4, i = 1, ... , k.
The set S is called independent if every elementf in 5 is not the sum of any finite number of elements in S\ {J}. We regard the empty sum as the zero vector. A subset E of V is called a basis of V if E is independent and (E) = V. We regard the empty set as the basis of the zero Boolean vector space.
The following result is known for the case where V is finite dimensional (see [2)). 
IfU has a non-dominating basis [e, : i E l}, then condition (ii) is equivalent to the following condition (iii) {T(e.) : i E l} is a non-dominating basis for Im(T). (u) and hence u + v = u. This shows that u~v.
(ii) ::::? (i): Suppose thatT(u) = T(v) . Then the result follows from the hypothesis since T(u) ~T(v) and T(v) ~T(u) . Now we assume that U has a non-dominating basis lei : i E l}.
( Let T be a linear transformation from U ® V to W ® Z where Wand Z are Boolean vector spaces. Then T is said to be induced by two linear transformations if one of the following conditions holds:
For the first case, we write T = ()® ({J,while for the second case, we write T = (j ® ({J. For the following three results, we assume that U and Vare subs paces of .9Ix and $y respectively. 
since V1(y) = 0, and
i=l a contradiction. This proves that E is independent.
(ii) (=» Suppose thatE is dominating. Proof. Suppose that T is injective. Consider the case where
This shows that f = g. Hence () is injective. Similarly. we can show that sp is injective. For the case where T = ()® tp, the result can be proved similarly.
Suppose that e and tp are injective. We have the following two cases: Case 1. T = e ® cpo Suppose that U has a non-dominating basis C. Since e is injective. it follows from Proposition 2.6 thate(C) is a non-dominating basis ofIm e. Suppose that T(A) = T(8) for some vectors A. 8 in U ® V. Either (i) A = 8 = 0 or (ii) not both A and 8 are zero. Consider case (ii). Without loss of generality. we may assume that A =1= O. Note that
• Um E C and some non-zero vectors Vl.···. 
T(A)
for some non-zero x' E W. y' E Z. some subspace Zl ofZ. and some subspace W1 ofW. Choose a non-zero
) and T(y @ c) have a common factor. itfollows that T(y @ c) = x' @y'. Hence x' E W1. Similarly. we can show thaty' E Zl· Hence T(x @ V) n T(y @ V) contains x' @y'. a contradiction to the hypothesis. This proves the Claim.
We have the following two cases:
Case (i). For any non-zero vector e in U. T(e @ V) is a left factor subspace of W @ Z. We have T(e @ V) = e' @ Ze for some non-zero vector e' E Wand some subspace Ze of Z.
Suppose there exists a non-zero vector f E V such that
T(U@f) =1' @Kf
for some non-zero vector f' E Wand some subspace Kf in Z. Since
it follows thatf' = e'.ln this case we have Im(T)~f' @ Z. Hence there exist a linear transformation cpfrom U @ V to Z such that
Suppose now that for each non-zero vector f E V.
T(U@f) = Wf@f
for some subspace Wf of Wand some non-zero vector 1 E Z. This implies that
T(e@f)
= e' @l for any non-zero vector e in U and any non-zero vector f E V. Le! () : U --+ W be the mapping such that e (e) = e' and cp : V --+ Z be the mapping such that cp(f) = f. Since T is a linear transformation.
it follows that both e and cp are linear transformations. Hence T = e ® cp. 
Note that U ® V has six rank one elements and
Hence T sends distinct rank 1 elements to distinct rank 1 elements. However, Im(T) is not a factor subspace of W ® Wand also T is not induced by two injective linear transformations. We note that T sends rank 2 elements to rank 2 elements. Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.2 is analogous to the following result of Westwick [6) : If T is a linear transformation from one tensor product of two vector spaces over a field to another that sends non-zero decomposable elements to non-zero decomposable elements, then either the image of T consists of decomposable elements or T is induced by two injective linear transformations. The following result was proved in [1, 5] for the space Mm.n(fJ4). Our proof here is very short. (i) T sends rank k elements to rank k elements when k = 1,2.
(ii) T is induced by two injective linear transformations.
Proof. (i) => (ii):
Suppose that A and B are two distinct rank one elements in U 0 V such that T(A) = T(B) . By Lemma 3.9. there exists a rank one element C in U 0 V such that {rank(A + C). rank(B + C)} = {1. 2}.
This proves that T sends distinct rank one elements to distinct rank one elements and hence the result follows from Theorem 3.2.
(ii) => (i): Suppose that T is induced by two injective linear transformations Band cp.We consider only the case T = B 0 sp as the proof for the other case is similar. Clearly T sends rank 1elements to rank 1 elements. Suppose that A is of rank 2.Then A = U1 0 V1 + U2 0 V2 for some U1. U2 E U and 
Suppose that
T(U1 0 U) = f 0 U and T(U2 0 U) = U 0 g for some distinct uj. U2 E U\{O} and for somef. g E U\{O}.SinceT«u1 + U2) 0 U) is a maximal factor subspace. it follows that
for some g' E U\ {O}.Consider the first case. There exists Vk E U such that
it follows that ek~g for any k. Since U\ {O}has no least element. it follows thatg = O.a contradiction.
Similarly. the second case leads to a contradiction. Hence {T(u 0 U) : U E U} consists of maximal left factor subs paces or consists of maximal right factor subspaces. Consider the first case. We have
there exists a bijective linear transformation
CPi on U such that
for any cell e. Note that E = {({Ji(el) •. ··• ({Ji(en)}.
Suppose that f = h = ... = In· Letl :=11. Note that for any distinct iandj, Suppose that
where k is a fixed positive integer such that 1 < k < n. Then
Since ({Jl (v) for s = 1..... n and any v E U. Since T is a linear transformation. it follows that there exists a linear transformation e on U such that e (es) = Is. s = 1..... n. Clearly e is non-singular and T = e ® ({Jl· For the case where {T(u ® U) : u E U} consists of maximal right factor subspaces. it can be proved similarly that T = a ® fJ for some non-singular linear transformation a on U and some bijective linear transformation fJ on U. 0
The following example shows that the condition that U\{O} has no least element is necessary for Theorem 3.13.
Example 3.14. Let U be the Boolean vector space consisting of three elements O. el. e2 where el < e2. Then there exists a linear transformation Ton U ® U such that
We have T( el ® U) = el ® U and T (e2 ® U) = U ® e2. Clearly T cannot be induced by any two linear transformations on U.
Theorem 3.13 is not true if U is infinite dimensional as shown by the following example. =el ®el for any n x z, T(en ® e.) = el ® ei-l for any n EN and i~2.
Then T sends every maximal left factor subspaces to el ®~N' However, T is clearly not induced by any two linear transformations on~N.
The following example shows that there exist surjective linear rank one preservers from U ® U to V ® V that send maximal left factor subspaces to maximal factor subs paces which are not induced by any two non-singular linear transformations. 
We check that T is a rank one preserver. Let U := M3.1(~) and V := M2.1(~). Let {el' e2, e3} be the
any non-zero vector u ¢ {el, e2}. Hence T is surjective and it sends maximal left factor subspaces to maximal factor subs paces. Since
it is easy to see that there do not exist matrices P and Q such that
The following result is a characterization of surjective mappings from a tensor product of two Boolean vector spaces without comparable cells to another that send rank one elements to rank one elements and preserve order relation in both directions. 
T(B)fT(A).
it follows from the hypothesis thatAfB and BfA. We have the following cases: 
T(K) > T(A) and T(K)fT(B).
a contradiction.
Since both cases lead to a contradiction. we have A = B and hence T is injective. We shall show that Tis linear. Let Al and A2 be two non-zero elements in U ® V. Then Ai = LjE}i Ej for some finite subsetsj, of
This shows that T is linear and hence the result follows from Theorem 3.2. 0
If a non-zero vector u in a Boolean vector space with a non-dominating basis is the sum of k distinct cells. then k is called the height of u and is denoted by p (u) = k. 
jE]
Now from the last paragraph of the proof ofTheorem 3.17. we see that Tcan be extended to a bijective linear transformation from U 0 V to W 0 Z. Hence the result follows from Theorem 3.2. 0 
